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LAWINE - STREE POKU (2021)
LAWINE consists of rap artists: Ella John, DenZen, RFx and 
producer/dj The Flexican. Brian Elstak is also part of the 
crew as visual artist. These five creatives came together to 
work on an art installation inspired by The Black Archives, 
for Elstak’s ‘L.O.B.I. ARCADE’ art show (now on display 
at OSCAM Amsterdam). ‘STREE POKU’ meaning “battle 
song” and is one of the many tracks LAWINE has created. 
This piece is inspired by the uprising of 2020 as well as 
other historical events pertaining black and brown people 
here and abroad. 

Artists



Richard Kofi - Traces of Anna/Ama (2021)
Acrylic paint, charcoal, wood stain, wallpaper glue, paper 
on a wooden panel.

Traces of the life of Anna van Vossenburg can be found 
sparsely scattered throughout the city. On the go from 
location to location, Kofi sees traces of Anna in today’s 
faces.

The name Ama is a well-known name in Ghana for women 
born on Saturday. On markets in Accra stall holders use 
the name Ama to attract the attention of passing women. 
Hopefully they will look up and see their merchandise.



Ishfarah Esseboom - Anna
Ishfarah Esseboom is a local spoken word artist and 
student. At the request of The Black Archives she wrote a 
poem about the story of ‘Anna’.

Ishfarah’s mother Barbara Esseboom and colleagues from 
Erfgoed Gelderland investigated Zypendaal’s hidden past. 
They also looked into the story of the enslaved girl Anna, 
who was taken to Arnhem from the Vossenburg plantation 
in 1727 after the death of the first plantation owners. Anna 
was recorded as a ‘loss item’ in the cash book of the 
plantation. In Arnhem she most likely worked unpaid as a 
servant in the household of the Brantsen family until her 
death in 1780. We recorded a conversation between 
Ishfarah and Barabara about their research into the 
history of Arnhem’s colonial past, institutional racism, 
#BlackLivesMatter and reparations. Check it out via 
www.theblackarchives.nl/sonsbeek 



Leonel Piccardo - ‘Ancestral Rhythm’



Jessica de Abreu - An Anthropological Study of 
Whiteness
In 1928 the Indonesian Exhibition Arnhem (ITA) was 
organized in Arnhem. European colonial powers organized 
colonial exhibitions to promote colonial trade but also to 
showcase and normalize its imperial power. 

During ITA there was an exhibition on the Zypendaal 
estate about the ‘East & West Indies’. Colonial products 
from Suriname were exhibited. However, the exhibition 
also included two Surinamese ladies 
Carolina van Lieberherr and Petronella Lapar who where 
shown making Panama hats. 

Several post cards were made based on pictures of the 
colonial exhibition and Jessy found a video of it in the 
archive. During various colonial and ‘world’s fairs’ people 
from the colonies were exhibited for the entertainment of 
the local European public what does this tell us about the 
white gaze and the construction of whiteness?



Various books from the archive
In the research process we found out that Anna used to 
live in the Olde Munte in the Bakkerstraat in the center of 
Arnhem. Currently there is a bookstore and antiquariat on 
the location where Anna lived. We found several antique 
books including interesting information about the 
colonial history and gaze of the Netherlands. In the 
vitrine you can also see several documents from 
The Black Archives such as a ‘promisary note’ which was 
given to ‘plantation owners’ at the abolition of slavery, it 
shows the amount a ‘plantationowner’ received as 
‘compensation’. in addition the vitrine includes a colonial 
yearbook from Suriname from the year 1853.


